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Radio Stations’ FCC License
Renewal Cycle Starts Again
by Steve Lovelady
lovelady@fhhlaw.com
(703) 812-517
Has it been eight years already? It’s hard to believe, but yes – the
license renewal cycle for broadcast radio stations is about to start
over again, with preparatory on-air announcements already in
progress. The TV cycle will start next year.

No. 19-02
No. 19-04

TV license terms. So, for certain states and groups of geographically nearby states, the licenses for all radio stations expire on the
same date. For example, the first group of licenses set to expire on
October 1, 2019 includes all broadcast radio stations (AM, FM, FM
translator and Low-Power FM) located in Maryland, Virginia,
West Virginia and the District of Columbia. The next group of
radio licenses is in North Carolina and South Carolina, with licenses expiring on December 1, 2019. The process continues for
other states and groups of states on a meandering path around the
country.

Not sure when your state’s stations’
licenses expire and when your renewal application is due? – check
In a Public Notice released on April 15, 2019, the Federal Commu- out the handy-dandy table we prenications Commission’s Media Bureau announced revisions to the pared here for radio stations. TV
station licenses expire one year
application process for this latest radio station license renewal
later on a similar staggered schedcycle.
ule – click here for the television
For those who are unfamiliar with the process, the FCC renews
stations schedule.
broadcast radio and television station licenses for eight-year terms
(with a few rare exceptions). So, current license holders must file What sometimes catches owners off
a separate application for each station every eight years requesting guard is that stations must start the
license renewal application process
renewal and pay the required filing fee. (Holders of all noncomsix months before the license’s expimercial educational licenses, including all Low-Power FM stations, and certain entities such as state universities and other gov- ration date. Here’s the drill:
ernmental units, are exempt from paying filing fees.)
 On the first day of the month six-months before the
license’s expiration date, start broadcasting mandaAssuming a license renewal application is in order, and there are
tory public notices twice per month on the station.
no pending complaints against the licensee or objections from the
For example: if your station is licensed to a commupublic, the FCC will typically grant the renewal applications for
nity in Maryland and your license expires on Octoanother eight-year term right before the current license term exber 1, 2019, you should have started your pre-filing
pires. Even if the grant of a renewal application is delayed beyond
announcements on April 1, 2019.
the expiration of the current license term, a statute ensures that a
licensee may legally continue to broadcast on its station unless
 No later than the first business day of the fourth
and until the renewal is actually denied.
month before your license expires, you must file the
In order to spread out the workload for the FCC’s staff processing
license renewal application. Again, for example: for
renewal applications, the FCC has staggered broadcast radio and
a Maryland radio station with a license expiration
date of October 1, 2019, the FCC license renewal
application must be filed no later than June 3, 2019
(June 1, is a Saturday, so the application is due on
the next business day, i.e. June 3).
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Commencing on the due date for the license application, start broadcasting post-filing public notices on
the station.

The pre- and post-filing announcements described above must
include specific wording required by the FCC’s Rules. The announcements must be broadcast within specific times and dates
also set forth in the FCC’s Rules. The FCC’s objective is to alert
the public of an opportunity to examine the station’s performance
during the past 8-year license term, and let the FCC know if anyone thinks the station has not done a good job serving the public’s
interests during that period. Note: stations must keep a written
record of the broadcast times and dates of these announcements
and upload a certification of that record to the station’s public
inspection file after the announcements have been completed.
(Continued on page 2)
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Because the public file is now online, you should expect the FCC to check that the dates and times have been uploaded, and will defer
granting renewal applications for stations that have not properly completed the announcement process.

In addition to their renewal applications, licensees must at the same time file a Broadcast Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) Program Report. This report details the EEO efforts of the station during the expiring license term. Attached to it are the latest two years’
of Annual EEO Reports that stations with five or more full-time employees should be placing in their online public inspection file.
Which brings us back around again to the April 15th Public Notice by the Media Bureau mentioned above: the FCC has announced it
intends to use its relatively new Licensing & Management System (LMS) as the exclusive method for filing license renewal applications
and EEO reports during the current renewal cycle. The old online Consolidated Database System (CDBS) will not accept renewal applications. So, the first set of radio station renewal applications (again—FM, AM, FM translators, and Low-Power FM stations in Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia and West Virginia) can begin preparing their forms on May 1 using LMS. The due date for that
group of applications is June 3, 2019. A companion Public Notice also issued today by the Media Bureau gives details about using
LMS, compared to the old CDBS system used for renewal applications in the last cycle 8 years ago.
The LMS license renewal application form is supposedly 99% the same as the old renewal Form 303-S that was filed in the FCC’s
CDBS system; but since the LMS function will not go online as of the date this article was written, we have not had a chance to try it
out yet.

Deadline for Submission of
Information on Earth Station
Use of the 3.7 – 4.2 GHz Band
by Michelle McClure
mcclure@fhhlaw.com
(703) 812-484
The FCC issued a Public Notice on April 11, 2019 (DA 19-278) in
the proceeding relating to the use of the 3.7 to 4.2 GHz band
(referred to as the “C-band”). In its July 13, 2018 Order, the Commission announced that it would issue an information collection
requirement for earth stations regarding their current use of the C
1. Earth station call sign;
-band. The requirements for the information collection were fi2. Address where the equipment is typically stored;
nally announced in the Public Notice establishing the information
3. Area within which the equipment is typically used;
required for the different types of operations and the requirement
4. How often the equipment is used and the duration of
that the information must be filed electronically by May 28, 2019.
such use;
Operators of fixed-satellite service (FSS) earth stations in the C5. Number of transponders typically used in the Cband that are licensed or registered in the International Bureau
band and extent of use on both the uplink and
Filing System (IBFS) – including temporary-fixed or transportadownlink; and
ble earth stations – must certify the accuracy of all information
6. Licensee/registrant and point of contact inforreflected in IBFS on their licenses or registrations. The certificamation.
tion is not required for new or modified licenses filed in the recent
C-band filing window from April 19, 2018 to October 31, 2018. All
other operators of FSS earth stations in the C-band must provide Further, all earth station operators – including those exempt from
certifications in the form mandated by the Commission and which the filing requirement as they filed in the last C-band filing window – are required to update their information in IBFS in the
includes:
event of a change in the contact information or any of the operational parameters.
1. Relevant call sign(s);
2. File numbers;
The Commission has stated in its Order that licensees and regis3. Applicant or registrant name; and
trants for whom their licenses or registrations were granted prior
4. Signed certification statement in the form required
to the C-band filing window will only be protected to the extent
by the Commission.
that they have certified as to the accuracy of the information in
Temporary fixed or transportable earth station operators in the C- IBFS so filing the certifications are important to all licensees and
registrants that obtained their authorizations prior to the C-band
band that are licensed or registered in IBFS must provide additional information regardless of when they were licensed or regis- filing window.
tered including:
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FCC Pops Lid off Spectrum High End
by Peter Tannenwald
tannenwald@fhhlaw.com
(703) 812-404
The FCC has opened a new frontier in the amount of spectrum available for unlicensed and
experimental operations, adopting rules covering frequencies between 95 GHz and 3 THz
(3,000 GHz).
Once upon a time, the world’s techies thought that radio waves at extremely high frequencies
(i.e., with very short wavelengths) could not travel further than an adept child could reach with
a slingshot, so these bands would never be useful. But no more – over the past few decades,
technology has advanced beyond most expectations. We now have satellite communications,
Wi-Fi, microwave links, self-parking cars, and all sorts of other stuff operating at ever-higher
frequencies, which we first measured in kilohertz (1,000 cycles per second) in the early days of
AM radio, then in Megahertz (1,000 kHz), next in Gigahertz (1,000 MHz), and now shooting up
to Terahertz (1,000 GHz, or 1 trillion cycles per second).
While the FCC’s Table of Frequency Allocations includes listings above 95 GHz, the FCC has not
until now had rules providing for regular use of those bands apart from exotica like satellites for
earth and space exploration; radio astronomy; Amateur Radio; some industrial and medical
devices that use radiofrequency energy but do not communicate information; and of course
government operations, some which are secret. It has now provided for regular unlicensed operation in four specific bands totaling 21.2 GHz and for a new class of experimental license that
may operate anywhere in the band 95 MHz to 3 THz, subject to protecting existing operations.
These are only first steps; decisions about requests for regular licensing have been deferred for
now but remain on the table for future consideration.
Those seeking to operate on an unlicensed basis may soon proceed to get equipment certified (a
prerequisite to marketing to the public) and to deploy, although they will have to wait for the
new rules to be published in the Federal Register and approved by the Office of Management
and Budget (OMB). Note that equipment that operates above 95 GHz must not be designed to
enable operation below that frequency, although it may be based on designs developed for lower
bands.
Unlicensed devices may operate only in the bands 116-123, 174.8-182, 185-190, and 244-246
GHz. Power limits will be 40 dBm EIRP average, 43 dBm peak, except that outdoor point-topoint systems with highly directional antennas may operate at up to 83 dBm average, 85 dBm
peak. Devices with a bandwidth of less than 100 MHz will have to reduce power to avoid a high
concentration of energy in a narrow band. Out of band emissions will be limited to 90
picowatts per square centimeter at 3 meters, the same as at 57-71 GHz, but measured to the
lower of the third harmonic or 750 GHz.
Inventors and researchers who want to see what new technologies they can come up with that
do not qualify for other kinds of licensing may apply for a new type of experimental license,
called a “Spectrum Horizons” license, which will be valid for 10 years and will provide some
flexibility to involve the public in trials. Eligibility will be restricted to qualified entities, including colleges and universities with accredited graduate engineering research programs, research
laboratories, hospitals, and health care institutions, manufacturers of radiofrequency (RF)
equipment, and manufacturers that integrate RF modules into other products. Spectrum Horizons experimental licenses will not be renewable, since the FCC’s focus is on developing products for the marketplace, and 10 years should be enough to figure out whether an idea will make
it to the marketplace or should be abandoned. The experimental report required at the end of
the term of a conventional experimental license will not be required for Spectrum Horizons
licenses, but an interim progress report will be required at the end of five years.
Prospective experimenters had hoped that the FCC would grant Spectrum Horizons licenses for
the entire 95 GHz-3 THz band without geographic restrictions, but no such luck. While no specific frequency bands have been placed flatly off limits, Spectrum Horizons applications, like
traditional experimental applications, will continue to be coordinated by the FCC with federal
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agencies, which historically have declined to agree to operation in
certain bands and/or at certain locations and generally have not
provided an explanation to the rejected applicant. Applicants
seeking to operate in bands that have protected existing operations, particularly passive activities (like listening for signals from
alien civilizations or searching for origins of the universe) will
have to explain why those bands have unique characteristics of
value to their experiment and why experimentation cannot be
conducted in other bands. Applications proposing very wide geographic areas will also require an explanation and may have an
increased chance of rejection or limitation after the coordination
process.
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each unit with a unique serial number that can be tracked, and
retaining the ability to retrieve all equipment or to disable it remotely when authorized experimental use ends.

Those seeking to operate on an unlicensed
basis may soon proceed to get equipment
certified (a prerequisite to marketing to the
public) and to deploy, although they will
have to wait for the new rules to be published

in the Federal Register and approved by the
Office of Management and Budget (OMB).

Spectrum Horizons applicants will be able to request confidential
or proprietary treatment for some aspects of their applications;
but the basic characteristics of proposed operations, including
frequencies, types of emissions, power, and geographic location,
will be available to the public on the FCC’s website.

If you see potential in the new spectrum frontier, which may prove
useful for super-fast broadband connections over short distances
if not navigating flying carpets and other new transportation sysHolders of Spectrum Horizons experimental licenses will have
greater flexibility than traditional experimental licensees to sell
tems, now is the time to think about getting a license to crank up a
equipment and to involve the public in trials. However, any equip- research program.
ment provided to any person or entity other than the license holder will have to be labeled with a warning (using language prescribed by the FCC) that operation may be terminated at any time.
The licensee must also retain control over the equipment, marking

FCC Poses New Questions to
Improve Secondary Spectrum
Market
by Seth Williams
williams@fhhlaw.com
(703) 812-479

On March 15, 2019, the FCC released a notice of proposed rulemaking (NPRM) seeking comment on how the Commission can
improve its secondary market rules for spectrum transactions. Specifically, the FCC wants to know whether and how it can
improve its secondary market rules to get more spectrum in the
hands of small carriers for deployment in rural areas. While improving the FCC’s secondary market rules is something all the
Commissioners generally support, the FCC released the NPRM to
satisfy its obligation under the MOBILE NOW Act. The Act became law on March 23, 2018, and required the FCC to initiate a
proceeding to consider improvements to the Commission’s rules
related to spectrum partition and disaggregation.
For more than 20 years, the Commission has encouraged secondary market transactions as a means for efficiently distributing
spectrum. While the FCC initially assigns spectrum to licensees –
now typically via auctions – once a licensee has its authorization it
can transfer part of its license authorization to another entity using the FCC’s secondary market rules. These transactions come in
three types: partition, disaggregation, and spectrum leases. The
recently released NPRM focuses on partition and disaggregation
issues.






Partition is the geographic division of a spectrum
license. All of the licensed spectrum in the partitioned area would be assigned to the assignee.
Disaggregation involves assigning certain blocks of
spectrum (i.e. channels or bands of spectrum) in a
licensee’s entire geographic area associated with a
license. The FCC’s rules allow licensees to both partition and disaggregate a license, thus providing
licensees with considerable flexibility on how they
want to sell their geographically licensed areas and
spectrum.
Spectrum leases allow a lessee to use a licensee’s
spectrum without the assigning the license to the
new user. The arrangement may involve the leasing
of any amount of licensed spectrum, in any geographic area or site encompassed by the license,

for any period of time during the term of the
license authorization.

(Continued on page 5)
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The FCC often proposes new rules in an NPRM if the Commission
has a plan for its rule changes; however, with this NPRM, the
Commission took an open-ended approach, likely because it does
not know how exactly to change its partition and disaggregation
rules yet. The FCC, and Congress’s, intent is to incentivize more
small, rural carriers to obtain spectrum using the secondary market and to deploy services in underserved rural areas using that
spectrum.
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for small carriers interested in entering the secondary market, and
whether it can minimize the conditions it imposes on small carriers that obtain spectrum in the secondary market while still ensuring that carriers build out in a reasonable timeframe. Finally,
the Commission asks: what steps can it take to further incentivize
secondary market transaction? For example, the FCC questions
whether allowing for the “reaggregation” of spectrum – up to the
original license area size – would encourage more carriers to
make spectrum available on the secondary market.

With the FCC’s open-ended approach, carriers and other interested parties may have more latitude than normal to propose innovaTo encourage those providers to enter the secondary market (and tive ideas to the Commission. Commissioner O’Rielly specifically
for current licensees to make more spectrum available on the sec- encouraged the industry to think outside the box with respect to
ondary market) the Commission asks three overarching questions. this proceeding. While options to partition and disaggregate spectrum have not opened spectrum access as much as initially enviFirst, the Commission asks: should the FCC reduce performance
requirements in rural areas? While this may seem counterintuitive sioned, Chairman Pai and the other FCC Commissioners appear
enthusiastic about promoting further use of the secondary market
at first, the Commission asks if either reducing buildout requireto get spectrum into the hands of providers that can deploy service
ments or extending deadlines for spectrum deployment metrics
in rural, underserved communities.
would allow more small and rural carriers to enter the secondary
market by reducing the risk that the carrier will lose the spectrum
or face other penalties if the carrier fails to meet the performance Comments on the NPRM are due June 3, 2019, and reply comrequirements for the license. Second, the Commission asks: what ments are due July 1, 2019.
conditions should it impose on secondary market spectrum transfers for small carriers? Here, the FCC focuses on barriers that exist

Some Stations are Granted Relief
From Duplicative DTV Transition Reports
by Peter Tannenwald
tannenwald@fhhlaw.com
(703) 812-404
Full Power and Class A TV stations that are changing channels as part of the TV spectrum repack and are scheduled to
transition in Phases 3, 5, and 8 have been granted relief from the obligation to file what would otherwise be duplicative
transition reports close together in time. Full power and Class A stations not changing channels do not have to file any
transition reports, nor do any Low Power TV or TV Translator stations, regardless of whether they are changing channels
or not.
Full Power and Class A stations moving to new channels must file quarterly reports by January 10, April 10, July 10, and
October 10 each year during the transition. Each station must also file an extra report 10 weeks before its transition
phase completion date. For some stations, the filing schedules would require two reports only a few days apart. To avoid
the filing of duplicative reports, the FCC has excused the filing of one report for stations in Phases 3, 5, and 8:




Phase 3 stations must file their 10-week report by April 12, 2019, but need not file a separate quarterly report
on April 10, 2019.
Phase 5 stations must file their 10-week report by June 28, 2019, but need not file a separate quarterly report
on July 10, 2019.
Phase 8 stations must file their 10-week report by January 3, 2020, but need not file a separate quarterly
report by January 10, 2020.

Only these three duplicative reports have been excused. All other reports – both 10-week and quarterly – must be filed
when otherwise due.
Each station’s transition date is specified as the expiration date on its construction permit authorizing a channel change.
If you have any questions about your phase or about transition reports, please feel free to contact us.
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New Developments in Broadband – April
by Jeffrey Mitchell
mitchell@fhhlaw.com
(703) 812-0450
Broadband on Capitol Hill
Although optimism for a broadband infrastructure spending bill this year is fading, it is still a
possibility. Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer (D-NY) and House Speaker Nancy Pelosi
(D‑CA) plan met with President Trump on April 30, 2019 to discuss infrastructure legislation.
Schumer recently said that an overall infrastructure plan (including broadband and traditional
infrastructure such as roads and bridges) would need to be “at least $1 trillion.” Pelosi has said
she would like to see funding “closer to $2 trillion.” Reports from the meeting are that President
Trump agreed to seek a deal on the $2 trillion dollar figure. While this was surprising, how to
fund such a package continues to be a sticking point. House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy (R
-CA) (who was not at the aforementioned meeting), reportedly again rejected an increase in the
gas tax and reversal of last year’s tax cuts as a potential source of funding.

NTIA
NTIA announced in February that it is partnering with eight states (California, Maine, Massachusetts, Minnesota, North Carolina,
Tennessee, Utah, and West Virginia) for a limited update of the United States broadband map. The Trump administration’s proposed
NTIA fiscal year 2020 budget of $42.4 million is significantly greater than the $33 million proposed last year.
NTIA is presenting a broadband webinar on Wednesday, May 15 that will discuss Leveraging Public Assets to Accelerate Broadband
Deployment. The BroadbandUSA Newsletter for April has an article about cybersecurity programs in historically black colleges and
universities here.
USDA – Rural Utilities Service
ReConnect Program
The filing deadline for ReConnect Program 100% grant applications is May 31, 2019. Electronic application submissions are now
being accepted through https://www.usda.gov/reconnect. Important application forms are available here. Detailed rules and application requirements are set forth in this important Federal Register notice. Upcoming two-day ReConnect Program Regional Workshops
are planned for Oregon, Alabama, and Minnesota. Registration links can be found here.
Federal Communications Commission
Rural Digital Opportunity Fund

Chairman Pai announced a $20.4 billion “Rural Digital Opportunity Fund” at a White House event on Friday, April 12. The new fund
will apparently repurpose a portion of existing High-Cost program universal service funding (i.e., the Connect America and Mobility
Funds) over a ten-year period in order to connect up to 4 million rural homes and businesses to high-speed internet. Beyond that,
details remain sparse. The next step for the Rural Digital Opportunity Fund will be the release of a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
later this year.
USF Spending Cap NPRM
An NPRM is circulating at the FCC that would propose rules to cap overall Universal Service Fund (USF) spending – in other words, a
cap that would apply to all four programs together, in addition to any program-specific caps. The idea of an overall USF budget has
been championed by Commissioner O’Rielly for years and he is the item’s proponent.
E-rate

(Continued on page 7)
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Commissioner O’Rielly Seeks Information from Universal Service Administrative Company (USAC) Concerning Reported Overbuilding
On April 2, USAC’s CEO responded to Commissioner O’Rielly’s March 7 letter to USAC expressing overbuilding concerns and seeking
information about several large E-rate funding requests in Texas, and about funding approvals for large WAN projects generally.
O’Rielly’s inquiry was in response to a November 2018 filing on behalf of several carriers in Texas asserting USAC is approving E-rate
funding for fiber to schools that already have fiber connectivity.
Wireline Bureau Releases Report on Category 2 Budgets

Before the 2014 E-rate reforms, applicants were eligible for E-rate funding for internal connections (then called Priority 2 or “P2”) in
two out of every five years (the two-in-five rule). In 2014, the Commission rechristened P2 funding as Category 2 (C2) funding and,
for an initial test period, instituted five-year budgets to ensure more equitable distribution of support among schools and libraries at
different discount levels. Before the FCC could consider whether to make the C2 five-year budget system permanent, the Wireline
Competition Bureau (Bureau) was required to analyze and report on the effectiveness of the budget approach. In February 2019 the
Bureau released its long-awaited report and recognized the benefits of the budgeting approach. Until and unless the Commission
acts, however, the C2 budget process is scheduled to sunset after FY 2019.
E-rate Program Amortization Requirement (for Non-Recurring Costs). The FCC on January 29, 2019 issued a NPRM to make permanent the temporary suspension of the requirement that carriers amortize special construction project costs across three years. The
temporary suspension will remain in effect during the rulemaking proceeding.
Rural Health Care Program
USAC has still not released funding year (FY) 2018 (which
started July 1, 2018) for most Healthcare Connect Fund
(HCF) consortia. Neither the FCC nor USAC have disclosed a reason for the delay, but the reason is most likely
that demand has exceeded the $150 million HCF sub-cap
which applies to multi-year funding requests and socalled upfront payments (basically, special construction
or self-construction). This delay creates is creating serious problems for consortium applicants. The Schools,
Health, & Libraries Broadband Coalition (SHLB) sent a
letter to the FCC addressing many of these concerns. New
England Telehealth Consortium and Connections Telehealth Consortium (represented by FHH) have sent a letter expressing similar concerns.

The National Conference of State
Legislators (NCSL) features a summary

of state net neutrality actions by state in
2019 here (most recently updated in
February 2019).

The FCC on March 8, 2019 announced the inflationadjusted caps for the Rural Health Care and E-rate programs. The RHC cap increased from $581 million for FY
2018 to $593.8 million for FY 2019, a 2.2 percent increase. E-rate increased from $581 million to $593.8
million. (The $150 million HCF sub-cap is unaffected by
these increases.) The FCC is expected to complete its
pending rulemaking in the RHC program this summer.
Educational Broadband Service (EBS)
The EBS NPRM is considering major reforms to increase EBS spectrum utilization (Transforming the 2.5 GHz Band, WT Docket 18120). The FCC has said there is fallow EBS spectrum across about half of the U.S., mainly in rural areas. The NPRM proposes, among
other things, methods to rationalize geographic service areas and asks whether unlicensed EBS spectrum could be auctioned, and
whether existing EBS licensees should be allowed to transfer their spectrum to commercial entities (rather than simply lease that spectrum as they do now). Comments and replies have now been filed and the Commission is expected to vote on a final order in June.

(Continued on page 8)
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Net Neutrality
On April 10, the House passed the “Save the Internet Act” legislation on a mostly party-line vote (one Republican supported it; no
Democrats opposed). The bill would restore the FCC’s 2015 net neutrality rules including classifying broadband as a regulated telecommunications service under Title II of the Communications Act. House Republicans have pushed alternatives that would codify net
neutrality rules without reinstating Title II classification for broadband.
Federal Courts:



United States Court of Appeals for the DC Circuit. (DC Circuit Court of Appeals challenge to the 2017 Restoring Internet
Freedom Order) – Final briefs have been filed and oral arguments occurred in early February.



Eastern District of California. On October 3, 2018, SB 822, the California Internet Consumer Protection and Net Neutrality Act of 2018 was challenged in federal district court in California by the Department of Justice (DOJ) and several
industry groups (in a separate suit). DOJ sought a preliminary injunction but on October 26 the court agreed to a request by all parties to stay the case after California agreed not to enforce the law pending outcome at the DC Circuit decision on the FCC’s “Restoring Internet Freedom” order.



Vermont District Court. On October 18, 2018, the same industry groups – American Cable Association (ACA), CTIA The Wireless Association (CTIA), NCTA - The Internet & Television Association (NCTA), and USTelecom challenged
Vermont’s net neutrality law and executive order in federal district court there and in January 2019 sought summary
judgment. The parties in March 2019 agreed to stay further proceedings pending a decision in the DC Circuit case
(above).

As always, if you have any questions about these updates, please make sure to contact your attorney.

Now Available:
“Navigating the Online Public Inspection File” Webinar
Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth’s Frank Montero, Steve Lovelady, and Dan Kirkpatrick recently
presented a webinar about Online Public Inspection Files (OPIFs). The webinar, in collaboration with the broadcast associations of Arkansas, Colorado, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, New Jersey, New Mexico, Oregon, and Tennessee in addition to the Public Radio
Regional Organizations, covered a variety of topics, including how to set up an OPIF, what
documents and materials need to be uploaded, and the consequences of non-compliance
at FCC license renewal time. If you watched our 2017 OPIF webinar, this latest webinar
will provide updates since then.
If you didn’t catch the webinar live or just want to go over the presentation in more detail,
you can download and print the presentation’s PowerPoint slides in PDF form here. You
may also watch the full video recording of the webinar on YouTube. Of course, if you have
any more questions about OPIFs or the license renewal process, please contact us.
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Upcoming FCC Broadcast and Telecom Deadlines for May-July
Broadcast Deadlines:
May 28, 2019:
Deadline for Submission of Information on Earth Station and Satellite Use Of The C-Band (3.7-4.2 Ghz) - On July 13, 2018, the Commission released an Order that contained information collection requirements for earth station and satellite licensees and registrants
regarding their current use of the 3.7-4.2 GHz band (C-band). Operators of fixed-satellite service (FSS) earth stations in the 3.7-4.2
GHz band that are licensed or registered (authorized) in the International Bureau Filing System (IBFS), including temporary-fixed or
transportable earth stations, must certify the accuracy of all information reflected on their licenses or registrations in IBFS. The certification must include the relevant call sign(s), file numbers, and applicant or registrant name, along a signed certification statement.
Earth station operators that filed for new or modified licenses or registrations between April 19, 2018 and October 31, 2018, except for
temporary fixed or transportable earth stations, are exempt from this certification requirement.
May 29, 2019:
Quadrennial Review of Broadcast Ownership Rules - Reply comments are due with regard to the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
(MB Docket 18-349, FCC-18-179A1) which initiated the required 2018 Quadrennial Review of broadcast ownership rules.
June 1, 2019:
License Renewal Pre-Filing Announcements - Radio stations located in North Carolina and South Carolina must begin broadcasts of
their pre-filing announcements with regard to their applications for renewal of license. These announcements must be continued on
June 16, July 1, and July 16.
Radio Post-Filing Announcements - Radio stations located in the District of Columbia, Maryland, Virginia, and West Virginia must
begin broadcasts of their post-filing announcements with regard to their license renewal applications on June 1. We would suggest,
however, that those licensees filing renewal applications on the filing deadline of June 3 delay the post-filing announcements until
June 3. These announcements then must continue on June 16, July 1, July 16, August 1, and August 16. Once complete, a certification
of broadcast, with a copy of the announcement’s text, must be posted to the online public file within seven days.
June 3, 2019:
License Renewal Applications Due - Applications for renewal of license for stations located in the District of Columbia, Maryland,
Virginia, and West Virginia must be filed in the Commission’s Licensing and Management System (LMS). These applications must be
accompanied by Schedule 396, the Broadcast EEO Program Report, also filed in LMS, regardless of the number of full-time employees.
Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) Public File Reports - All radio and television station employment units with five (5) or more
full-time employees located in Arizona, the District of Columbia, Idaho, Maryland, Michigan, Nevada, New Mexico, Ohio, Utah, Virginia, West Virginia, and Wyoming must place EEO Public File Reports in their online public inspection files. For all stations with
websites, the report must be posted there as well. Per announced FCC policy, the reporting period may end ten days before the report
is due, and the reporting period for the next year will begin on the following day.

Telecom Deadlines:
May 1, 2019:
Quarterly Telecommunications Reporting Worksheet (FCC Form 499-Q) - FCC rules require telecommunications carriers and interconnected VoIP providers to file quarterly revenue statements reporting historical revenue for the prior quarter and projecting revenue for the next quarter. The projected revenue is used to calculate contributions to the USF for high cost, rural, insular and tribal
areas as well as to support telecommunications services for schools, libraries, and rural health care providers. USF assessments are
billed monthly.
Geographic Rate Averaging Certification - Non-dominant interstate interexchange providers operating on a detariffed must certify
that their service complies with the provider’s geographic rate average and rate integration obligations. The certification is due annually by May 1 and must be signed by an officer of the company under oath. Certifications should be sent to the FCC’s Office of the Secretary, directed to the attention of:
Office of the Secretary
Attn: Chief, Pricing Policy Division
(Continued on page 10)
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Room 5-A225
445 12th Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20554
Rural Call Completion Reporting (FCC Form 480) ELIMINATED - On April 17, 2018, the FCC released an Order removing the rural
call completion reporting requirements. Starting with the May 1, 2018 rural call completion report, covered providers (i.e., certain long
-distance voice providers) have no longer been required to file FCC Form 480 on a quarterly basis. Therefore, there is no rural call
completion reporting requirement for May 1, 2019.
Numbering Resource Utilization Forecast (NRUF) (FCC Form 502) - Twice a year, service providers with numbers from the North
American Numbering Plan Administrator (NANPA), a Pooling Administrator, or another telecommunications carrier must file a numbering resource utilization forecast. Subscriber toll-free numbers are not included in the report. Interconnected VoIP providers are
subject to the reporting requirement along with other service providers who receive NANPA numbers, such as wireless carriers, paging
companies, ILECs, and CLECs.
May 15, 2019:
Quarterly Percentage of Internet Usage (PIU) Certification - USF prepaid calling card providers must file a certification stating that it
is making the required USF contributions. The certification must be signed by an officer of the company under penalty of perjury and
can be filed electronically using the FCC’s Electronic Comment Filing System (ECFS). The Quarterly PIC Certification due May 1, 2019
will cover the First Quarter of 2019 (January 1, 2019 through March 31, 2019).
May 31, 2019:
Annual Employment Report and Discrimination Complaint Requirement (FCC Form 395) - FCC licensees or permittees of common
carrier stations with 16 or more full-time employees must complete FCC Form 395 and file it with the Commission by May 31 annually. The report should be filed in Docket No. 16-233 of the FCC’s ECFS filing systems. However, filers should not submit any confidential information using ECFS. If a filer seeks confidential treatment of any information in its Form 395 filing, the filer should submit a
redacted version of the report using ECFS and send a request for confidential treatment along with its non-redacted Form 395 filing to
the FCC at:
Office of the Secretary
Federal Communications Commission
Attn: Industry Analysis and Technology Division, Wireline Competition Bureau
445 12th Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20554
In addition to the Form 395 filing, all licensees or permittees of common carrier stations, regardless of the number of employees, must
submit discrimination reports to the Commission. Filers that submit Form 395 can satisfy this requirement by completing Section V of
Form 395 and need not submit a separate report.
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FHH - On the Job, On the Go

From May 2-3, Frank Montero will attend The US Justice Department’s Workshop
on Competition in Television and Digital Advertising in Washington, DC. The workshop will address TV/digital antitrust enforcement and policy, including merger enforcement.
On May 7, Kevin M. Goldberg will be a panelist at a Federal Communications Bar
Association CLE program titled “Lawyering Social: Legal Issues on Social and Digital
Media” in Washington, DC.
On May 8, Matt McCormick and Peter Tannenwald will attend a quarterly meeting of the Community Advisory Board of NPR flagship radio station WAMU in Washington, DC. They are ex officio members of the Council.
From May 9-10, Frank Montero and Davina Sashkin will attend and speak at the
Puerto Rico Radio Broadcasters Association board meeting and annual PR Radio
Show in San Juan, PR.
On May 11, Kathleen Victory and Peter Tannenwald will attend a conference
hosted by the National Translator Association, where they will participate on a panel
on “Discussion and Reimbursement” in Reno, NV.
On May 17, Kevin Goldberg and Robert Winteringham will speak at the Public
Media Business Association in Orlando, FL.

On May 21, Kevin Goldberg will speak – twice! – at the Media Finance Focus Conference in New Orleans, LA. He will be discussing Anti-SLAPP laws on the “Focus
Stage” during lunch and will be doing his “Better Decisions in Branding: Prioritizing
and Protecting Your Trademarks” presentation in the afternoon.
From May 29-31, Davina Sashkin will attend the Louisiana/Mississippi Association
of Broadcasters Convention in New Orleans, LA.

